Energy management strategy (EMS) is one of the key technologies of plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV). In this paper, an adaptive equivalent consumption minimization strategy (A-ECMS) based on traffic information is proposed to tackle problem of poor environmental adaptability with the traditional equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS). Firstly, the initial equivalent factors (EFs) of different initial state of charge (SOC) and driving distance are adopted by genetic algorithm (GA). Furtherly, a traffic information based dynamic programming (DP) is utilized to obtain the reference SOC trajectory. The adaptive correction of the initial EF is realized by using the proportion integral (PI) controller with reference SOC value as control target. Ultimately, an energy management experiment platform of PHEV based on virtual scene is constructed to validate the proposed strategy. The results show that the proposed strategy is superior to the ECMS without traffic information, with a total consumption reduction by 4.9%.
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Introduction
EMS has a significant effect on improving the fuel economy of PHEVs. At present, EMSs mainly include the three types: rule-based EMS [1, 2] , instantaneous optimization EMS [3, 4] , and global optimization EMS [5, 6] . Based on previous research, some scholars proposed instantaneous optimization EMS based on global information. The strategy is based on global road information and traffic information, and the global optimization result is used as a reference for instantaneous optimization. Zhao Y et al. used the intelligent transportation system (ITS), global positioning system (GPS), geographic information system (GIS) to obtain the speed curve and slope information of road in advance, and proposed a real-time EMS based on reference SOC [7] . Sun C et al. proposed a predictive EMS. The prediction condition and the reference SOC trajectory were sent to the vehicle controller for real-time control [8] .
The instantaneous optimization EMS based on global information improves the global energy allocation effect of instantaneous optimization EMS, but the research is few at present. How to combine global information with instantaneous optimization and how to use traffic information are need to be researched.
Experiment is an important part for the verification and optimization of research results. First, the system simulation is a means to preliminarily verify the theoretical method. The simulation method is time and cost saving, however, on the other side, the result error is obvious. The system simulation can use hypothetical data or real data [9, 10] . Second, the hardware-in-theloop (HIL) experiment can reduce the number of real vehicle road tests, shorten the development time, reduce the cost, and improve the safety and feasibility of the experiment [8, 11] . Third, the real vehicle experiment is the final stage of the experimental verification [12, 13] . At present, most of the research was in the stage of system simulation and theoretical verification, and less related HIL experiments or real vehicle experiments.
In view of the above problems, based on the analysis of traditional ECMS strategy, this paper analyzes the influence of driving distance, initial SOC and driving conditions on the selection of EF. The result shows that in order to achieve the optimal adjustment of the EF and the approximate global optimal allocation of energy, the effects of these three factors should be considered comprehensively. Under the premise that the accurate driving condition information can't be obtained in advance, the application of traffic information is analyzed. Based on this, the A-ECMS based on traffic information is proposed. Finally, in the experimental part, the feasibility of the proposed strategy was verified by integrated VISSIM-MATLAB simulation. Then the experimental research on the proposed strategy was carried out by using the PHEV HIL experimental platform based on the virtual scene. The experimental results show that the proposed strategy outperforms the ECMS which isn't considering traffic information, and verifies the effectiveness of the proposed strategy.
Equivalent consumption minimization strategy

Problem formulation
The ECMS is popular torque distribution solution, which converts the electric consumption into fuel consumption with the minimum instantaneous equivalent fuel consumption secured. Taking the battery SOC as the state variable x(t) and the engine speed ne and the engine torque Te as the control variable u(t), with the minimum fuel consumption as the control target, the energy management optimization problem can be expressed as:
This cost function can be expressed as:
The dynamic characteristics of state variable can be expressed as：
where Voc is the open circuit voltage of the battery, V; Rb is the equivalent internal resistance of the battery, Ω Subject to:
e e e T T T ∈ (8) The Hamilton function can be expressed as:
where λ is a covariate, which is the equivalent coefficient between the electricity consumption and the fuel consumption. In order to more intuitively represent the equivalent relationship between the electricity consumption and fuel consumption, the EF s is usually defined as:
where lhv Q is the calorific value of the fuel; batt E is the capacity of the battery; then equation (9) can be simplified as:
Analysis of the influence factors on the EF
The EF is a key parameter of ECMS. By adjusting the value of the equivalent factor, the ECMS can adapt to different traffic environments and achieve the versatility of different driving conditions. The selection of the EF is affected by many influence factors such as driving distance, initial SOC, and driving conditions. In order to analyze the influence of different factors on the EFs, the simulation is carried out under different conditions. The experimental results are shown in Figure 1 .
Under the different driving distances, the optimal EFs are 2.70, 2.75 and 2.775. Which means the farther the driving distance, the larger the optimal EFs. Thus, the more steadily the SOC trajectory changes, the slower the electric consumption rate. The strategy is more inclined to consume fuel. Under the different conditions of initial SOC, the optimal EFs are 2.75, 2.78 and 2.83. Which means the smaller the initial SOC, the larger the optimal EFs and the strategy tends to consume fuel. Under the conditions of NEDC and US06, in order to achieve the same SOC trajectory change trend, the optimal equivalent factors are 2.74 and 2.73 respectively, indicating that the driving condition has a certain influence on the selection of the optimal EF.
A-ECMS based on traffic information
Based on the above analysis, the driving distance, initial SOC and driving conditions have influence on the selection of the optimal EF. The effects of these three factors should be considered comprehensively to achieve the optimal adjustment of the EF. The future traffic information from the ITS system can be obtained by using the vehicle-mounted interconnection system. By analyzing this traffic information, the information about the global driving condition can be obtained. Therefore, the A-ECMS has been proposed in the paper based on traffic information as shown in Figure 2 , which consists of the following three parts: In the NEDC condition, the optimal EFs under different initial SOC and driving distance conditions are obtained by GA, and the map of "driving distance-initial SOC-initial EF" can be constructed.
b. Reference SOC trajectory generation based on traffic information: The future traffic information is obtained by ITS, and traffic information can be processed to obtain approximate global driving condition information. The global reference SOC trajectory can be calculated by using this information and DP.
c. Correction of EF based on PI controller: When the vehicle is running, the current reference SOC can be obtained by interpolating the reference SOC trajectory. The initial EF is adjusted by the PI controller according to the current reference SOC and the actual SOC of the battery, so the optimal EF at the current moment is obtained. The equivalent fuel consumption is calculated according to the optimal EF, and the optimal torque distribution is obtained to realize the control of the SOC trajectory. Thus, the fuel economy of the vehicle is improved.
Optimization of initial EF based on GA
In this paper, GA is chosen to solve problem of calculating optimal initial EF. The optimization process of equivalent factor based on GA used in this paper is shown in Figure 3 .
First, a set of feasible EFs are generated randomly, and obtain corresponding individual fitness; then, the individual is selected, crossed and mutated according to the individual fitness, the individuals with poor fitness are removed and new individuals are generated; the loop is iterated several times, the individuals with poor fitness are gradually eliminated, and excellent individuals are retained. Finally the optimal solution of the global optimization problem is obtained.
With the minimum global energy consumption as the optimization goal, the fitness function is derived as: 
Reference SOC trajectory generation based on traffic information
Typical traffic information includes traffic light signal, traffic flow, average speed of traffic flow, pedestrian status, transit time, etc. This paper focuses on how to obtain the reference SOC trajectory through the average vehicle speed information of vehicle flow.
The average speed of traffic flow is calculated by dividing the global driving distance. For convenient, it is assumed that the average speed of traffic flow is updated every 200 meters in the spatial domain, that is, the future driving distance is divided into one section every 200 meters, and the average speed of traffic flow is the average of all vehicle speeds within 200 meters. Therefore, the average vehicle speed of traffic flow appears as a piecewise function in the spatial domain, as shown by the solid line in Figure 4 . The average vehicle speed is step changed, which is unsuited to the actual vehicle speed. Therefore, the signal needs to be properly processed. In this paper, the smoothing algorithm is used to smooth the average vehicle speed information of traffic flow. The processed result is shown by the dotted line in Figure 5 . Then, DP was used to obtain the global reference SOC trajectory based on the average speed of traffic flow information after smoothing.
Correction of EF based on PI controller
In this paper, the EF of this strategy consists of two parts: the initial EF considered the driving distance and the initial SOC; the modified EF calculated from the reference SOC trajectory.
a. At the beginning of the trip, the initial EF ini s in the current state and distance condition by using the map of "driving distance-initial SOC-initial EF". b. To ensure that the SOC can follow the theoretical reference SOC trajectory, the EF is used as the control variable, and it is controlled by the PI controller .The modified EF is: 
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(16) d. The equivalent fuel consumption is calculated based on the modified Hamilton function, and the torque distribution of the engine and the motor is performed based on the calculation result. At the same time, the battery SOC and the current driving distance are obtained by the sensor and transmitted to the controller. This is the flow of SOC closed loop control.
Integrated VISSIM-MATLAB simulation experiment
In order to preliminarily verify the proposed strategy, a simulation was required. This paper used VIISIM software to construct a 26.5km virtual traffic scene to simulate the real traffic environment, and the average vehicle speed information of traffic flow for the entire drive distance is as shown in Figure 6 . The solid black line indicates the actual driving trajectory of the target vehicle. The target vehicle started between 2800 seconds and 3000 seconds, and reached the destination after 2895 seconds.
The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 . In the case of ECMS, the battery SOC has dropped to 0.3 at 2450s, and the strategy enters the CS mode operation. In order to maintain the SOC, the engine has to work in the low-efficiency zone, resulting in higher fuel consumption cost. In the case of A-ECMS, the reference SOC trajectory changes with the change of traffic information. The adaptive adjustment of the EF to ensure that the SOC can just drop to 0.3 at the destination, and the SOC trajectory is close to the results of DP. The validity and approximate global optimality of the proposed strategy are proved. 
Experimental research on EMS of PHEV
A HIL experiment is conducted to combine the Integrated VISSIM-MATLAB simulation to consist a systematic validation experimental. This research intends to further verify and optimize the proposed strategy through the HIL experiment.
EMS experiment platform of PHEV based on virtual scene
This paper constructed energy management experiment platform of PHEV based on virtual scene. The platform mainly includes five subsystems: real-time simulation system, driver operating system, vehicle control system, virtual scene system, and data monitoring system, as shown in Figure 9 . 
Results and discussion
The experiment of the ECMS and the experiment of the A-ECMS based on traffic information are carried out. Table 1 are the comparison of the EFs, SOC trajectory, distribution of engine working points and operating cost under two strategies respectively. According to these results, the SOC trajectories of the two strategies are different at the beginning of the journey, and the difference became larger and larger. Due to the unreasonable selection of the initial EFs, the SOC of the ECMS strategy dropped to the lower limit in the 2000s. The A-ECMS can obtain approximate global driving condition based on traffic information, so that the initial EF can be corrected in real time (as shown in Figure 10 (a)), ensuring that the SOC drops to 0.3 at the end of the journey. At the same time, the engine operating point of the A-ECMS is more concentrated than the ECMS strategy. Due to the existence of the CS mode, some of the engine operating points of the ECMS strategy spread over the low-efficiency zone, which increases the operating cost. The total operating cost of the A-ECMS based on traffic information is reduced by 4.9% compared with the ECMS strategy. The experimental results verify the effectiveness of the proposed strategy. 
Conclusions
This paper proposes the A-ECMS based on traffic information. The main novelty of this method is that unlike the traditional ECMS, the EF is adaptively adjusted by the PI controller in each control cycle, so that the algorithm obtains better energy-saving results. Finally, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of the strategy through simulation and HIL experiment. This result means that HEV can improve energy efficiency through the average vehicle speed information of vehicle flow which is obtained by the vehicle-mounted interconnection system. 
